Rookie Corner - 210

Across
8 The first nonheathen (6)
9 Boundless love a means of
spawning life (3)
10 Twist longitudinal
weaving yarn (4)
11 Second earth
setting (10)
12 Skyrocket's
tender, we hear
(4)
13 Beat these ears hit from right to
left in a regular
fashion (6)
16 Lack of nerves
suffered by a
penguin? (4,4)
17 Otiose phrase
initially
rearranged to
provide elemental
variety (7)
18 One may do this
to go and collect
£200 on board (7)
22 Alumnus,
followed by
daughter in real
strop at first,
barges in (8)
25 Reality - gold is
an element (6)
26 Take a drink
noisily, not
quietly, and speak
as if drunk (4)
27 Barrels burst at
wet disintegration
(10)
30 From the outset,
alcoholic liquids
enthusiastically
supped (4)
31 At the very heart
of miserable age
(3)
32 First lady in
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underworld
returned strained
(6)
Down
1 How a wild horse
is exhorted to
stop (4)
2 Three kings
accept single
Church of
Scotland (4)
3/15 2 responsible for
this celebrity's
trendy business
(8,10)
4 Encourage
Frisians, perhaps,
to pay their own
way (2,5)

5 An early
conqueror of Gaul
and Spain,
embraced by
Henry V and
allies (6)
6 Helvetian football
club, managed
within local
means of
spending (5,5)
7 King Cole buys
into Swedish
currency - fancy!
(6)
14 Hello, hello,
hello? Is this
belonging to a
man? (3)
15 See 3
19 Feds tore about
to get rid of wood
(8)
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20 Doves' talk - talk
of a military
takeover (3)
21 Camel's remains
might be found
here (7)
23 Emphatically, to
go either side of
this is a classic
grammarian's nono (6)
24 When hesitation
follows a clue like
this, it's a
depressing
experience (6)
28 Modern means of
transport over in
Germany (4)
29 Three Sky
regulars have a
difficult journey
(4)

